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About Us

Our Services

Our Book Types

With over two decades of academic publishing experience, MDPI is a leader in
open access publishing. With its Books Initiative, MDPI also supports new paths
in book publishing.

ASSISTANCE
in informing authors of the book’s requirements, call for abstracts, selecting
and inviting contributors.

MDPI Books offers quality open access book publishing to promote the exchange
of ideas and knowledge across all disciplines in a globalized world.

PRE-CHECK
of manuscripts in-house, including checks for plagiarism, data falsification,
reuse permissions for figures or inappropriate authorship credit.

EDITIONS AND BOOK SERIES
As a comprehensive academic publisher, MDPI also publishes edited
book volumes, e.g., conference proceedings, that comprise a spectrum of
viewpoints on a particular topic. Thus, editions are particularly wellsuited for recording continuous interdisciplinary scholarly endeavors in
a series. MDPI Books welcomes both completed manuscripts on hand
and new project ideas.

MDPI Books encompasses all the benefits of open access — high availability and
visibility, as well as wide and rapid dissemination across all book formats.
As a researcher, you profit from flexible publishing options. Complement the
digital version of your work with a printed counterpart without a minimum print
run. Find professional support for your book project!

REVIEW PROCESS
coordinated in cooperation with editors and advisers.
COPY-EDITING
and manuscript formatting in-house.
LANGUAGE EDITING
carried out by professional native-speaking editing staff, including spelling,
grammar and punctuation, rewording of ambiguous or overly-complex
phrases, and correct usage of common technical terms.
CONVERSION
from Microsoft Word or LaTeX to industry-standard XML schema (e.g. JATS),
PDF or EPUB.
GRAPHIC DESIGN
services by our experienced designers for book covers and promotional
material for print and online use. The quality of the content is matched by the
quality of its presentation.
PRINTING, DISTRIBUTION, AND MARKETING
around the globe upon publication via established channels, relevant libraries
and institutions. Titles are also available to be viewed or purchased directly
from the MDPI Books website.

MONOGRAPHS
We believe that the contemporary trend towards wider and faster
dissemination and access to knowledge should also benefit monograph
authors. Accordingly, MDPI publishes short-form or full-length monographs
by single or multiple authors, including doctoral theses.

Thanks to MDPI’s unique production infrastructure and its aim for a most
timely publication, your edition or monograph can be reviewed, edited,
published, and ready to order in as little as 5–6 months.

REPRINT BOOKS
For all online content, MDPI provides the possibility to
publish reprints in book format — Special Issue or Topical
Collection Reprint of a journal, Author Collections, or simply
a Selection of articles of your choice. Accordingly, this
service allows you to tailor content to your own needs and
interests.

Why Choose Us
OPEN ACCESS
Make your scholarly work accessible worldwide without any
restrictions! All authors retain the copyright for their work
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License. All our titles are freely and immediately available to be
read in our library.
AUTHOR FOCUS
Authors and editors profit from MDPI’s customized personal
support, assistance throughout the entire publication process,
and competitive processing charges. Publishing open access can
help meet the compliance requirements of research institutes
and funding agencies. MDPI supports authors in looking for open
access funding (www.mdpi.com/authors/funding).
HIGH QUALITY & RAPID PUBLICATION
MDPI’s unique production infrastructure ensures a thorough
review of all published items and provides a fast publication
procedure. State-of-the-art research and time-sensitive topics
are released without delay.
HIGH VISIBILITY
By way of our global network and well-known channel partners,
we ensure maximum visibility and broad dissemination. Title
information is sent to international indexing databases and
archives, such as the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB).
We distribute your publication worldwide with a unique
identification number (ISBN). Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs)
are assigned at book and chapter level.
PRINT-ON-DEMAND & MULTIPLE FORMATS
Our service meets the highest quality standards, allowing you to
print and purchase as many copies of your work as you require,
at any time. Print-on-demand is a sustainable, cost-effective
and flexible way of production, coupled with rapid printing and
delivery. We offer several availability options for your book and
work with you to select the optimum choice.

Keep in Touch
Thinking of writing or editing a book?
Please visit us at www.mdpi.com/books and propose your project online or
contact us at booksubmission@mdpi.com.
One of our book production editors will be contacting you to discuss your
project and answer your questions.

Follow Us
facebook.com/MDPIOpenAccessPublishing
twitter.com/MDPIOpenAccess
linkedin.com/company/mdpi
weibo.com/mdpicn
Wechat: MDPI-China
blog.mdpi.com
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